“This type of collaboration was not only great for learning and providing a plethora of useful information, but was also very easy and was not stressful like some collaborations are.” (Engineering student, Purdue)

“COVE Studio was a handy website to use. I liked that we could all work collectively on the same document (without the hassle of something like GoogleDocs).” (English student, Auburn)

“I think the most useful part of COVE is that it allows scholars and students to participate on the same platform, and that it brings together timelines, maps, visuals in one place.” (English student, Baylor)

“It’s invaluable – ESPECIALLY for scholars based at teaching-focused institutions like mine: places with high teaching loads, diminutive humanities budgets, and little IT infrastructure.” (Professor, U Wisconsin, Green Bay)

“I have fully enjoyed it. I’ve also been extremely impressed by it. I was pleasantly surprised how easily I was able to set up a timeline, map, and put in a handful of texts to COVE Studio.” (Professor, Penn State, Altoona)
What Can I Do?

Create a classroom where you can easily keep track of student work

Create anthologies and annotate with students (add your own texts or choose from pre-formatted texts)

Build timelines as a class project (full customization and ability to draw from vetted content)

Build maps as a class project (Google Map search, annotation, and the ability to select from pre-vetted places)

Create visual exhibits as a class project (including the ability to draw from vetted content)

Check always-up-to-date graphs to help you keep track of student activity
Authoritative Content

No more need for expensive anthologies you can’t customize! COVE provides low-cost content YOU choose in a form that helps students read and do research on their own!

Over one million words of pre-coded texts ready for inclusion in course anthologies

line numbers for poetry

proper formatting for plays

original engravings

Peer-reviewed and copy-edited content from Britain, Representation and Nineteenth-Century History at branchcollective.org now integrated into the COVE timeline- and map-builder

Over one thousand vetted place descriptions for inclusion in custom maps

Rossetti Archive content ready for inclusion in customizable galleries
Joining the COVE Consortium creates opportunities for graduate students to engage in supervised critical editing, coding, GIS-mapping, data management, and more!

Team of Specialists
Just $10/year, with all funds used to sustain the project:

http://covecollective.org